






























































The Online Bibliography of Chadic and Hausa Linguistics (OBCHL), henceforth the ‘biblio’, is an 
updated, expanded, and corrected edition of the bibliography published some fifteen years ago by 
Rüdiger Köppe Verlag (Newman 1996). That biblio was built on valuable earlier works including 
Hair (1967), Newman (1971), Baldi (1977), R. M. Newman (1979), Awde (1988), and Barreteau 
(1993). The ensuing years have witnessed an outpouring of new publications on Chadic and Hausa, 
written by scholars from around the globe, thereby creating the need for a new, up-to-date 
bibliography. Data gathered for this online edition, which was compiled using EndNote, an excellent 
and easy to use bibliographic database program, have come from my own library and internet 
searches as well as from a variety of published sources. Particularly valuable have been the reviews of 
the earlier bibliography, most notably the detailed review article by Baldi (1997), the Hausa and 
Chadic entries in the annual Bibliographie Linguistique, compiled over the past dozen years by Dr. 
Joe McIntyre, and the very useful list of publications found regularly in  Méga-Tchad. 
The enormous capacity afforded by the internet to organize and update large-scale reference 
works such as bibliographies and dictionaries enables us to present this new online bibliography as a 
searchable, open access publication. This Version-02 is presented in PDF format only. A goal for the 
future is to make the biblio available in database format as well. 
 
2. CONTENT 
The biblio currently contains over 2700 main entries, dating from 1790 to 2012. A special feature of 
the biblio, continued from the earlier printed volume, is the inclusion of book reviews along with the 
entry for the book in question. The biblio is limited to works on languages and linguistics. It does not 
include publications concerned primarily with literature and literary analysis. When considering 
studies of languages, the dividing line between linguistics and literature is not always clear, and thus 
publications that perhaps could have been included are not, and vice versa.  
The biblio is normally limited to published works; however, this restriction does not apply to 
theses, whether they be Ph.D. dissertations or master’s theses (but not B.A. papers). To the extent that 
we know of them, we have chosen to include unpublished theses in the biblio. In the case of theses 
that have been published, only the published version is cited, with information provided in the Notes 
fields stating that this was a thesis and from which university and when. 
In addition to linguistic studies as such, the biblio also includes obituaries and related 
biographical sketches for a small number of prominent scholars who worked on Chadic and/or Hausa. 
These are in a separate section at the end. The hope is to expand the number and scope of these 
biographical entries in future years, ideally with the addition of photographs. 
 
3. PERSONAL NAMES 
Authors are generally listed under one variant of their name regardless of how the name actually 
appears in specific works. For example, all Greenberg references are entered under Joseph H. 
Greenberg even if particular papers were in fact published with his name given as Joseph Greenberg 
or J. H. Greenberg. 
The convention adopted here is to spell out first names in full, to the extent that they are known, 
rather than using initials. Exceptions are scholars who invariably publish(ed) with initials, e.g., F. W. 
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Parsons. Middle names are normally represented by an initial rather than being spelled out, e.g., 
Charles H. Robinson, not Charles Henry Robinson. The most noticeable exceptions are names of 
Nigerian scholars where the preferred practice has been to use full middle names rather than initials, 
e.g., Ibrahim Yaro Yahaya, not Ibrahim Y. Yahaya. 
 
4. TRANSLATION AND TRANSLITERATION 
Titles of articles and books in languages other than English, French, or German are accompanied by 
English translations. These translations have been done on an ad hoc basis over a period of many 
years and thus many could and probably should be improved in later versions of the biblio. 
The titles of works written in Russian have been changed from Cyrillic to Roman script following 
the transliteration system adopted by the U.S. Library of Congress. As with the translations, these 
transliterations have been done by various people at different points in time and thus undoubtedly 
contain inconsistencies, not to mention inadvertent errors. 
 
5. NOTES 
Some of the entries are accompanied by a Notes field. This field serves to indicate different editions 
of the same work, dates and places of conferences, a summary of content in the case of very old 
works, and other miscellaneous information. 
 
6. KEYWORDS 
All entries are accompanied by a Keyword [Kw] field. At present, the keywords are limited to names 
of languages and language groups. Subject keywords remain a project for the future. 
(a) Works on Hausa are coded HB (= Hausa biblio). Although Hausa is a Chadic language, it has 
a special status because of its long history and the large number of studies devoted to the language. 
For this reason it is not subsumed under the Chadic label. (There are approximately as many 
publications on Hausa as there are on all other Chadic languages combined.) Gwandara, which is a 
creolized offshoot of Hausa, is similarly listed under HB rather than under Chadic. 
(b) Works on Chadic languages other than Hausa (and Gwandara) are coded CB (= Chadic 
biblio). A work covering both Hausa and other Chadic languages will include both HB and CB in the 
keyword field. Within Chadic, languages are coded for the branch of the four major branches to 
which they belong, using the referential classification presented in Paul Newman, “The Chadic 
Language Family: Classification and Name Index” (Méga-Tchad Miscellaneous Publications, 2013). 
These are marked W-C = West Chadic, B-M = Biu-Mandara (a designation that is more or less 
comparable to Central Chadic); E-C = East Chadic; and M-S = Masa (an independent branch). A 
work dealing with Tera, for example, which belongs to sub-branch A of Biu-Mandara, will be noted 
CB B-M Tera, whereas a work that includes Hausa and Bade, a language belonging to sub-branch B 
of West Chadic, will be noted HB CB W-C Bade. It is important to remember that these groups and 
their designation have been adopted as a stable convention for keyword purposes, fully recognizing 
that other scholars now and in the future will have different opinions about the specifics of Chadic 
subclassification. 
(c) There has been no attempt to code for dialects. Speech variants that are viewed as dialects are 
usually listed in the keyword field under the language name. The issue of language vs. dialect is an 
area where correction and fine-tuning can be expected and where having an online biblio that is 
modifiable will prove especially beneficial.  
(d) To avoid confusion, the names of languages have been standardized as best as possible, 
picking the one designation out of the many that occur that seems most common and most 
appropriate. In a few cases where very common alternatives exist, both names are given, e.g., 
Mandara/Wandala. To find the primary name under which to search the biblio for a dialect or variant 
language name, consult the index in the “Classification and Name Index” paper referred to in 
paragraph (b) above. 
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(e) Among the keywords one sometimes finds the names of non-Chadic languages, such as 
Arabic or Yoruba. It was decided to include these languages if they were discussed in the cited 
publication even though their inclusion is neither comprehensive nor systematic. Such languages are 
separated by a vertical mark, e.g., HB | Fula. 
 
7. SCHOLARLY COOPERATION 
This biblio is intended to be a cooperative effort, i.e., its accuracy and completeness depend on the 
participation of the community of scholars in the field of Chadic and Hausa linguistics. Scholars are 
encouraged to assist the editor(s) by spotting omissions and pointing out mistakes, both with regard to 
their own works as well as others about which they have reliable information. We encourage scholars 
to notify the editor(s) of new publications that have appeared (books, articles, book reviews, and 
theses) and to assist with the translation and/or transliteration of titles not written in English, French, 
or German. 
 To preserve consistency in style and reliability of content, the biblio will not function as a wiki; 
rather it will be a moderated work where corrections and additions are made in the master list by 
whoever is serving as editor at the time. This person (or persons) will be responsible for receiving and 
acknowledging information from colleagues, inputting new entries and changes, managing the 
database, and preparing the master list for periodic, ideally yearly, publication.  
Communications regarding Version-02 of the biblio should be sent to Dr. Doris Löhr (email: 
doris.loehr AT uni-bayreuth.de) with a copy to Professor Paul Newman (email: pnxxpn AT 
indiana.edu). (In the email addresses, replace AT by @ and eliminate the surrounding spaces.) 
 
8. OPEN ACCESS  
The biblio has been posted online as an open access work so that scholars around the world can make 
full and free use of it for education, research, and other non-commercial academic purposes. The only 
condition is that users of the biblio provide proper attribution. 
 
9. RECOMMENDED CITATION 
The recommended format for citing the biblio is the following: 
Newman, Paul. 2013. Online Bibliography of Chadic and Hausa Linguistics (Version-02, ed. by 
Paul Newman with the assistance of Doris Löhr). Bayreuth: DEVA, Institute of African Studies, 
University of Bayreuth. 
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—. 1820. Appendix II. Numerals and vocabulary of the language spoken at Kachenàh, and Gūber or 
Gōber. Annals of Oriental Literature 1(3): 549-552. (Notes: Numerals plus some 120 words 
and 30 sentences and phrases in Hausa. This appendix appears in an unsigned review of Travels 
in Nubia, by John Lewis Burckhardt (London 1819) and Voyage dans l'intérieur de l'Afrique 
and sources du Sénégal et de la Gambie, fait in 1818 par ordre du gouvernement français, by 
G. Millien ainé (Paris 1820), Annals of Oriental Literature, Vol. 1, Part 3, pp. 329-353, 517-
553.) [Kw: HB] 
 —. 1938. Hausa orthography. Africa 11: 505-507. (Notes: Unsigned note on the new orthography 
adopted by Bargery with the hooked letters) [Kw: HB] 
 —. 1953a. Bura-English Vocabulary. Mimeo. [Kw: CB B-M Bura] 
 —. 1953b. Key to Hausa. Zaria: NORLA. (Notes: Conversations (Hausa and English on facing 
pages) and simple words and phrases) [Kw: HB] 
 —. 1957. Hanyar Taɗi da Turanci: A Dictionary of English Conversation for Hausa Students. Zaria 
& London: NORLA and Longmans, Green & Co. (Notes: revised edition 1968) [Kw: HB] 
 —. 1959. Bargery's Bible. West Africa no. 2191 (April 11): 343. [Kw: HB] 
 —. 1961. Hausa: Language Familiarization Manual. Washington: Educational Services. (Notes: 
Consists of language guide plus two records.) [Kw: HB] 
 —. 1962. A Short English-Bura Vocabulary for Ready Reference. Garkida, Nigeria: Privately printed 
by Church Brethren Mission. [Kw: CB B-M Bura] 
 —. 1966. Kọkọrọ Fun Hausa [A Key to Hausa]. Zaria: Gaskiya Corporation. (Notes: Hausa and 
Yoruba dialogues) [Kw: HB Yoruba] 
 —. 1977. Réunion d'un groupe d'experts pour l'unification des alphabets des langues nationales. In 
Langues et politiques de langues en Afrique Noire: l'expérience de l'Unesco, ed. by A. I. Sow, 
pp. 96-113. Paris: Nubia. (Notes: Bamako, February 28 – March 5, 1966) [Kw: HB] 
 —. 1979. Karatu da Rubutu a Harshen Hausa: Jagorar Ƙa'idojin Rubutun Hausa: The Official 
Guide to Hausa Orthography. Ikeja: Thomas Nelson (Nigeria). [Kw: HB] 
 —. 1980. Rapport final: Réunion d'experts sur l'harmonisation de l'orthographe de la langue hawsa. 
Niamey: CELHTO. (Notes: Meeting in Niamey, January 7–12, 1980) [Kw: HB] 
 —. 1991. Quadrilingual Glossary of Legislative Terms (English, Hausa, Igbo, Yoruba). Lagos: 
Nigerian Educational Research and Development Council (NERDC). [Kw: HB | Igbo Yoruba] 
—. 2000. Lexique hausa & zarma: Démocratie et développement. Terminologie essentielle. Niamey. 
(Notes: Cover title: Lexique français/hausa & zarma) [Kw: HB | Zarma] 
—. 2006. Ƙamusun Hausa na Jami’ar Bayero [The Bayero University Hausa Dictionary]. Kano: 
Cibiyar Nazarin Harsunan Nijeriya [CSNL], Bayero University Kano (Notes: Produced by the 
staff of the Centre for the Study of Nigerian Languages, BUK, under the direction of Bello 






Abba, Mustapha, and Balarabe Zulyadaini. 2000. Linguistic borrowing as a device for maintaining 
rhyme in Hausa poetry. Maiduguri Journal of Linguistic and Literary Studies 2: 97-106. [Kw: 
HB] 
Abbas, Umma Ado. 2011. Nazarin adon harshe a waƙoƙin finafinan Hausa [Research on figures of 
speech in poetry in Hausa films]. In Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Hausa 
Studies: African and European Perspectives, ed. by Sergio Baldi and Hafizu Miko Yakasai, pp. 
13-21. Naples: Università degli Studi di Napoli "L'Orientale". (Notes: Naples, July 5–6, 2010) 
[Kw: HB] 
Abdoua, Maïnassara. 1996. La méthode facile pour apprendre le Hausa. Niamey: INDRAP. [Kw: 
HB] 
Abdoulaye, Mahamane L. 1989. Advancement and Ascension to Object in Hausa. M.A. thesis, SUNY 
at Buffalo. [Kw: HB] 
Abdoulaye, Mahamane L. 1991. Derived direct objects in Hausa. Journal of West African Languages 
21(1): 75-90. [Kw: HB] 
Abdoulaye, Mahamane L. 1992. Aspects of Hausa Morphosyntax in Role and Reference Grammar. 
Ph.D. dissertation, SUNY at Buffalo. [Kw: HB] 
Abdoulaye, Mahamane L. 1993. Three topic constructions in Hausa. Annales de l'Université de 
Niamey 10: pp? [Kw: HB] 
Abdoulaye, Mahamane L. 1996a. Efferential "verb + dà" constructions in Hausa. Journal of African 
Languages and Linguistics 17: 113-151. [Kw: HB] 
Abdoulaye, Mahamane L. 1996b. Figure and ground in the Hausa "grade 2" verb. African Languages 
and Cultures 9(1): 1-25. [Kw: HB] 
Abdoulaye, Mahamane L. 1997. Presupposition and realis status in Hausa. Sprachtypologie und 
Universalienforschung 50: 308-328. [Kw: HB] 
Abdoulaye, Mahamane L. 1999. The Development of Passive Constructions in Hausa. (University of 
Leipzig Papers on Africa, Languages and Literatures Series, 6) Leipzig: Institut für 
Afrikanistik, Universität Leipzig. [Kw: HB] 
Abdoulaye, Mahamane L. 2000. Passive and grammaticalization in Hausa. Studies in Language 24: 
235-275. [Kw: HB] 
Abdoulaye, Mahamane L. 2001. The grammaticalization of Hausa zâa ‘be going’ to future. Journal of 
African Languages and Linguistics 22: 1-32. [Kw: HB] 
Abdoulaye, Mahamane L. 2004a. Comitative, coordinating, and inclusory constructions in Hausa. In 
Coordinating Constructions, ed. by Martin Haspelmath, pp. 165-193. Amsterdam: John 
Benjamins. [Kw: HB] 
Abdoulaye, Mahamane L. 2004b. Variations in Hausa among native speakers. Cahiers de l' ILSL 
(Lausanne) 15: 127-177. [Kw: HB] 
Abdoulaye, Mahamane L. 2006. Existential and possessive predications in Hausa. Linguistics 44(6): 
1121-1164. [Kw: HB] 
Abdoulaye, Mahamane L. 2007. Profiling and identification in Hausa. Journal of Pragmatics 39(2): 
232-269. [Kw: HB] 
Abdoulaye, Mahamane L. 2008a. Distance and visibility: Two systems of Hausa deixis. Linguistik 
Online 36(4): 3-20. [Kw: HB] 
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Abdoulaye, Mahamane L. 2008b. Four types of scene setting clauses in Hausa. The Linguistics 
Journal 3(3): 55-83. [Kw: HB] 
Abdoulaye, Mahamane L. 2008c. Perfectivity and time reference in Hausa. Linguistic Discovery 6(1): 
15-39. (Notes: p. 29 blank) [Kw: HB] 
Abdoulaye, Mahamane L. 2009. Two types of temporal when clauses in Hausa: A grammaticalization 
perspective. The Buckingham Journal of Language and Linguistics 2: 1-19. [Kw: HB] 
Abdoulaye, Mahamane L. 2011. Relative clauses in Hausa: A grammaticalization perspective. 
Journal of African Languages and Linguistics 32: 1-41. [Kw: HB] 
Abdoullaye, D., and J. Kelly. 1985. On the "compound" tone in Migaama. In African Linguistics: 
Essays in Memory of M. W. K. Semikenke, ed. by Didier L. Goyvaerts, pp. 1-7. Amsterdam: 
John Benjamins. [Kw: CB E-C Migama] 
Abdullahi, Abubakar G. D. 2002. Reflections on technical and literary types of English – Hausa 
translations. In Studies in Hausa Language, Literature and Culture: The Fifth Hausa 
International Conference, ed. by Abdu Yahya Bichi, Abdullahi Umar Kafin-Hausa, and Lawan 
Danladi Yalwa, pp. 57-67. Kano: Benchmark. (Notes: Kano, August 7–11, 1995) [Kw: HB] 
Abdullahi, Kawu A. 1991. Migration factor and the transformation of Hausa language and culture in 
the Bantu area. In Papers on Hausa Language, Literature and Culture: Some of the 
Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on Hausa Language, ed. by Aliyu Musa, 
pp. 125-151. Kano: CSNL, Bayero University. (Notes: Kano, September 20–24, 1987) [Kw: 
HB] 
Abdullahi, M. D. 1977. Tafi: A New Hausa Writing. Zaria: The Author. (Notes: A new Hausa script 
invented by the author.) [Kw: HB] 
Abdulmumini, S. A. 2000. The orthography of compound words in Hausa. Jadadiya 2: pp? [Kw: HB] 
Aboyade, 'Bimpe. 1968. A preliminary bibliography of Nigerian languages: Hausa, Yoruba and Igbo. 
African Notes [Ibadan] 5(1): 1-26. [Kw: HB | Yoruba Igbo] 
Abraham, R. C. 1934. The Principles of Hausa. Kaduna: Government Printer. [Kw: HB] 
Abraham, R. C. 1940. An Introduction to Spoken Hausa and Hausa Reader for European Students. 
London: Crown Agents for the Colonies (published on behalf of the Nigerian Government). 
{Book reviews: August Klingenheben, Zeitschrift für Eingeborenen-Sprachen 35: 67-72 
(1949/50); Ida Ward, Journal of the Royal African Society 40: 379-381 (1941); L. S. Ward, 
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 10:1057-1061 (1942)} [Kw: HB] 
Abraham, R. C. 1941. A Modern Grammar of Spoken Hausa. London: Crown Agents for the Colonies 
(published on behalf of the Nigerian Government). {Book reviews: August Klingenheben, 
Zeitschrift für Eingeborenen-Sprachen 35: 67-72 (1949/50); Ida Ward, Journal of the Royal 
African Society 40: 379-381 (1941); L. S. Ward, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African 
Studies 10: 1057-1061 (1942)} [Kw: HB] 
Abraham, R. C. 1958. Writing African dictionaries. West Africa no. 2152 (July 12): 659. [Kw: HB] 
Abraham, R. C. 1959a. Hausa Literature and the Hausa Sound System. London: University of 
London Press. {Book reviews: Joseph H. Greenberg, American Anthropologist 63: 452 (1961); 
Johannes Lukas, West Africa, Nov. 21, no. 2216: 999 (1959)} [Kw: HB] 
Abraham, R. C. 1959b. The Language of the Hausa People. London: University of London Press. 
{Book reviews: Joseph H. Greenberg, American Anthropologist 63: 452 (1961); Johannes 
Lukas, West Africa, Nov. 21, no. 2216: 999 (1959)}[Kw: HB] 
Abraham, R. C. 1962. Dictionary of the Hausa Language. London: University of London Press. 
{Book reviews: Robert G. Armstrong, West Africa Sept. 22, no. 2364: 1051 (1962); Charles H. 
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Kraft, Modern Language Journal 48: 252 (1964)} (Notes: 1st edition 1949 (copyright 1946) 
with Mai Kano listed as co-author) [Kw: HB] 
Abraham, R. C., and Mai Kano. 1949. Dictionary of the Hausa Language. London: Crown Agents for 
the Colonies. {Book reviews: Johannes Lukas, Africa 19: 250-252 (1949); Johannes Lukas, 
Afrika und Übersee 36: 79-81 (1951/52); F. W. Parsons, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and 
African Studies 13: 524-529 (1950); F. W. Parsons, African Affairs 48: 337-338 (1949); F. W. 
Parsons, Man 50: 91 (Review 137) (1950) [identical to African Affairs review]} [Kw: HB] 
Abubakar, A. T. 1982. Feature transfer in colloquial Hausa. In Studies in Hausa Language, Literature 
and Culture: Proceedings of the Second Hausa International Conference, ed. by Ibrahim Yaro 
Yahaya, Abba Rufa’i, and Al-Amin Abu-Manga, pp. 349-355. Kano: CSNL, Bayero 
University. (Notes: Kano, April 2–5, 1981) [Kw: HB] 
Abubakar, Abdulhamid. 1981. Ablaut in Hausa. Harsunan Nijeriya 11: 1-14. [Kw: HB] 
Abubakar, Abdulhamid. 1982. Generative Phonology and Dialect Variation: A Study of Hausa 
Dialects. Ph.D. dissertation, University of London. [Kw: HB] 
Abubakar, Abdulhamid. 1983/85. Another look at Hausa diphthongs. Harsunan Nijeriya 13: 1-20. 
[Kw: HB] 
Abubakar, Abdulhamid. 1987. Taboo and dialect variation: An aspect of Hausa culture. 
Afrikanistische Arbeitspapiere 11: 93-104. [Kw: HB] 
Abubakar, Abdulhamid. 1989. A survey of Hausa verbo-nominals. Afrikanistische Arbeitspapiere 20: 
113-127. [Kw: HB] 
Abubakar, Abdulhamid. 1989-90. Fulbe's difficulties in learning the Hausa sound system. Annals of 
Borno 6-7: 11-22. [Kw: HB | Fula] 
Abubakar, Abdulhamid. 1990. The morphosyntax of thematically transformed Hausa verbs. 
Afrikanistische Arbeitspapiere 23: 159-170. [Kw: HB] 
Abubakar, Abdulhamid. 1991. Towards a quantificational analysis of Hausa: A synchronic analysis of 
Hausa dialects. Frankfurter Afrikanistische Blätter 3: 35-67. [Kw: HB] 
Abubakar, Abdulhamid. 1993. Reduplicated nouns in Hausa. In Beiträge zur afrikanischen Sprach- 
und Literaturwissenschaft, ed. by W. J. G. Möhlig, Siegmund Brauner, and Herrmann 
Jungraithmayr, pp. 79-90. Cologne: Rüdiger Köppe. [Kw: HB] 
Abubakar, Abdulhamid. 1995. A further look at Hausa plurals. In Studia Chadica et Hamitosemitica: 
Akten des Internationalen Symposions zur Tschadsprachenforschung, ed. by Dymitr 
Ibriszimow and Rudolf Leger with the assistance of Gerald Schmitt, pp. 320-336. Cologne: 
Rüdiger Köppe. (Notes: Frankfurt, May 6–8, 1991) [Kw: HB] 
Abubakar, Abdulhamid. 1999. Depalatalisation in Hausa: A generative approach. Maiduguri Journal 
of Linguistic and Literary Studies 1: 1-19. [Kw: HB] 
Abubakar, Abdulhamid. 2000a. Gemination in Sakkwatanci. Maiduguri Journal of Linguistic and 
Literary Studies 2: 1-18. [Kw: HB] 
Abubakar, Abdulhamid. 2000b. Morphonemics of the Hausa monosyllabic verbs. In Language in 
Education & Society. Festschrift in Honour of Professor C. M. B. Brann, ed. by Sunday 
Babalola Ajulo and the Festschrift Committee, pp. 201-217. Maiduguri: University of 
Maiduguri. [Kw: HB] 
Abubakar, Abdulhamid. 2001a. Imam Umaru's Hausa in his account of the Ilorin Emirate: A case of 
dialect mixing or a mark of linguistic competence? In Von Aegypten zum Tschadsee. Eine 
linguistische Reise durch Afrika. Festschrift für Herrmann Jungraithmayr zum 65. Geburtstag, 
ed. by Dymitr Ibriszimow, Rudolf Leger, and Uwe Seibert, pp. 27-44. Würzburg: Deutsche 
Morgenländische Gesellschaft (Ergon Verlag). [Kw: HB] 
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Abubakar, Abdulhamid. 2001b. An Introductory Hausa Morphology. Maiduguri: University of 
Maiduguri. [Kw: HB] 
Abubakar, Abdulhamid. 2001c. Isoglosses in Hausa dialectology. Maiduguri Journal of Linguistic 
and Literary Studies 3: 60-83. [Kw: HB] 
Abubakar, Ayuba Tanko. 1985. The Acquisition of "Front" and "Back" among Hausa Children: A 
Study in Deixis. Ed.D. dissertation, Columbia University Teachers College. [Kw: HB] 
Abubakre, Samiat O. 2008. Affixation in Hausa und Eggon: A comparative analysis. ÈDÈ. Journal of 
Linguistics, Literature & Culture 1: 34-44. [Kw: HB | Eggon] 
Abu-Manga, Al-Amin. 1978a. Fulani and Hausa Speech Communities in The Sudan: A Case Study of 
Maiurno in the Blue Nile Province. M.A. thesis, Institute of African and Asian Studies, 
University of Khartoum. [Kw: HB | Fula] 
Abu-Manga, Al-Amin. 1978b. Process of linguistic borrowing: The case of Maiurno: A Fulani and 
Hausa settlement in the Sudan. Harsunan Nijeriya 8: 1-20. [Kw: HB | Fula] 
Abu-Manga, Al-Amin. 1982a. Code switching among the Fulani and Hausa in the Sudan: A case 
study from Maiurno on the Blue Nile. Africana Marburgensia 15(2): 47-58. [Kw: HB | Fula] 
Abu-Manga, Al-Amin. 1982b. Some problems of Fulfulde acquisition by Hausa native speakers. In 
Studies in Hausa Language, Literature and Culture: Proceedings of the Second Hausa 
International Conference, ed. by Ibrahim Yaro Yahaya, Abba Rufa’i, and Al-Amin Abu-
Manga, pp. 377-393. Kano: CSNL, Bayero University. (Notes: Kano, April 2–5, 1981) [Kw: 
HB | Fula] 
Abu-Manga, Al-Amin. 1995. Behaviour of the Sudanese Arabic verbal stems in Sudanese Hausa. In 
Studia Chadica et Hamitosemitica: Akten des Internationalen Symposions zur 
Tschadsprachenforschung, ed. by Dymitr Ibriszimow and Rudolf Leger with the assistance of 
Gerald Schmitt, pp. 279-288. Cologne: Rüdiger Köppe. (Notes: Frankfurt, May 6–8, 1991) 
[Kw: HB | Arabic] 
Abu-Manga, Al-Amin. 1999. Hausa in the Sudan: Process of Adaptation to Arabic. Cologne: Rüdiger 
Köppe. {Book reviews: Nina Pawlak, Studies of the Department of African Languages and 
Cultures 28: 74-77 (2000); Stanisław Piłaszewicz, Hemisphere 15: 159-161 (2000); J. A. 
McIntyre, Afrika und Übersee 84: 299-305 (2001)} [Kw: HB] 
Adamu, Yusuf M. 2002. The development of Hausa neologism: The role of urban space. In Studies in 
Hausa Language, Literature and Culture: The Fifth Hausa International Conference, ed. by 
Abdu Yahya Bichi, Abdullahi Umar Kafin-Hausa, and Lawan Danladi Yalwa, pp. 105-113. 
Kano: Benchmark. (Notes: Kano, August 7–11, 1995) [Kw: HB] 
Adelberger, Jörg. 1992. The problem of "Wurkun": New evidence for the clarification of an enigma in 
northern Nigerian ethnography and linguistics. African Languages and Cultures 5: 1-9. [Kw: 
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